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AECL PRESENT AND FUTURE

It h a s b e e n a f ew y e a r s s i n c e A E C I . rt- •. i c w t d i t s

activities at one of these meetings. In the meantime there has

been a considerable change in them, especially during the past

few year s.

Throughout most of its existence AECL has been

directed by Lome Gray. In describing what the company is

today, I will be describing what has been created very largely

as a result of his energy, initiatives and, not least, powers of

persuasion. Lome Gray deserves a large measure of the

credit for the present successful state of the Canadian nuclear

power program. AECL is an essential element in that program

and, under Gray's direction, it was developed so as to not only

fulfill its main research and development role, but to fill certain

yaps that might otherwise have impeded the program's progress.

When AECL was incorporated in 1952 its primary

role was that of a research and development organization, the

chief responsibility of which was to foster the development of

atomic energy for peaceful purposes. The company's operations

were centred at two sites: the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

and the Commercial Products operation at Tunney's Pasture in

Ottawa, where radioactive isotopes were prepared for medical,

industrial and other purposes and equipment for their use was

produced.

In 1959 it was decided that the Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratories had reached the optimum size and that further

expansion of the R & D activity should be done through opening

Research & Development
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of this plant and as a consequence acquired for about $25 million

a new property and interest, the nuclear steam uenerating portion

of the 25 MWe NPD power station at Rolphtcn, 25 miles we st of

Chalk River.

ir 1*59 AECL. with the collaboration of Ontario

Hydro, began work on the 200 MWe Doualas Point Generating

Station, which went into operation in \c?(s>.>. In 1965 work beuan,

this time in collaboration with Hydro-Quebec, on the Z~0 MWe

Gtmtiily i unit which began operation in ili~i. AECL owns both

of these stations and in addition has approximately a one-third

interest in the first two units of Ontario Hydro's Pickering

Station.

In 196<<, pursuant to an agreement between Manitoba

and the Federal Government, AECL was assigned the task of

building and owning the first phase of the 550-mile - 450 KVDC

transmission system to connect Manitoba Hydro's generating

stations on the lower reaches of the Nelson River to Winnipeg.

By 1971 AECL had $550 million original cost

invested in 800 MWe of nuclear-electric generating plant and

lOQOMyfe of long distance high voltage transmission. Manitoba

Hydrqioperates and maintains the Nelson River Transxnission

Facilities and will acquire them through a schedule of payments.

AECL's investment in Pickering will be amortized through

earnings. The prototype plants, NPD, Douglas Point and Gentilly,

however, were built to acquire knowledge and are not economic,

although Douglas Point is now more than earning its operating

coat and is paying some of the interest on the investment. The



up a second centre. The resulting Whiteshell Nuclear Research

Establishment, 65 miles northeast of Winnipeg, has its own

very successful test reactor, the 60 MWt organic cooled

WR-1 reactor, an efficient line of hot cells and associated

scientific and technical laboratories, shops and facilities. It

employs 800 people.

Commercial Products moved most of its operations

into new quarters at South March, just west of Ottawa.in the

mid-60s. These facilities comprise 76,800 square feet ri

manufacturing space and an office block. The organization

employs 600 people and annually conducts about $16,000,000 worth

of business in the production and sale of specialized equipment

and material. Nearly 90 per cent of this business is for export,

half to the United States and half elsswhere in the world. Products

include radiation sources for analytical and industrial purposes

and for medical diagnosis and therapy; radiation equipment such

as cobalt therapy units for hospitals and clinics, simulators for

therapy planning, industrial irradiators for the sterilization of

Pharmaceuticals, and more recently, accelerators for medical

therapy.

Generation and Transmission Facilities

Early in AECL's history the development of nuclear -

electric power generation was announced as a prime corporate

objective. Employing some attached staff drawn from utilities,

industry and consulting engineering organizations, the company

produced a conceptual design of a small nuclear power station

intended to demonstrate the feasibility of using natural uranium

heavy water reactors for this purpose.
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operation of NPD and Gentilly costs AECL upwards of $5 million

a year.

E r i q i n e e r i n g , ' S e r v i c e ' s "'• •• • • ! * ' - - ' ; " ' ? r ' ' ; - ^?M'~- " '-^^V'-c ?.. •••>-; '"-..-

In 1%3 AECL undertook a new activity, the provision

of nuclear steam plant engineering services to other organizations.

This began with the nuclear engineering for India1 s two-unit

400 MWe Rajasthan Atomic Power Project, closely followed by -

work for Ontario Hydro on Pickerings T6dayrih>additi6n to work

on its own projects, AECL is performingspecialized engineering

services on half a dozen projects for Ontario Hydro, one for

Hydro-Quebec and one for the New' Brunswick Electric Power

C o m m i s s i o n . • '-!-: • '-: r • '• '•' -<r - ^ - v . 7 -1'..' ••:'--"-3 : } . J y ' : : ^ ;^.-.: -." ...-•;.• .;:..•;,; :

This work is centred at the company' s Power

Projects operation at Sheridan Park, a research community on

the western outskirts of Toronto. This operation consists of an

engineering office employing 700 and a mechanical arid hydraulic

laboratory, the Sheridan Park Engineering Laboratories, employ-

ing 300. With the inception of nuclear- power development in •

Ouebec and the Maritimes, AECL is opening an office in Montreal

to handle current and future projects for these: areas and for

similar projects overseas.

We foresee an intensive nuclear energy program in

Quebec after the installation of the hydro-electric power plants

tn the James Bay region. The presence of our new office in

Montreal will help to ensure maximum participation of Quebec

engineers and technicians in the nuclear program of that province.
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Heavy Water

In 1969 AECL began construction of the 800 ton per

year"heavy water plant at Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Power

Development oh Lake Huron- When the plant was successfully

commissioned in 1973 it was sold to Ontario Hydro.

In 1971 AECL made what will be a more permanent

venture into heavy water production- In that year the company

undertook to rehabilitate and operate the 400 ton per year Glace

Bay Heavy Water Plant belonging to Deuterium of Canada Limited,

by then a c'ovfn company of the Province of Nova Scotia.

This year AECL will acquire the Province's

residual interest in the plant and is also buying the 400 ton per

year Port Hawkesbury Heavy Water Plant from Canadian General

Electric.

Last year AECL began construction of an 800 ton

per year heavy water production plant, named La Prade, near

the Gentilly nuclear power station, across the St. Lawrence River

and about 12 miles downstream from Trois Rivieres.

By 1979, therefore, AECL will own and be operat-

ing three heavy water plants with a nominal annual capacity of

1600 tons per year, acquired at an original cost of about

$700 million. The total staffs for these plants and the related

headquarters function will be about 800 people. Annual product

at maturity will be worth about $200 million.

Nuclear Plant Export

In 1974 AECL became actively engaged in yet another

activity. Six years previously it had been decided that AECL
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should enter the export market for nuclear power plants or major

power plant components. The first sale, of a 600 MWe nuclear

power station lor Argentina, was concluded in Appil last year* ___.

AECL,. primarily, responsible for the nuclear

station, is associated with the Italian engineering firm, 'Italirnpianti,

in the project. Before the end of the year AECL had negotiated

a contract for supply of a similar station with the Korea

Electric Company. For Canada the total value of these two sales

for equipment, heavy water and engineering services is about

$400 million. Over the construction periods of these projects

this represents an average annual business of $70 million.

Summary

The following table summarizes AECL's business

in a very approximate way. For the purpose of this presentation

original cost figures were used for all investments in facilities.

The timing of these investments is, however, quite different.

The investments in research and development facilities, for

instance, are, for the most part, quite old and largely written

off. The investment in heavy'"water plants, on the other hand,

is largely in prospect and is to a considerable extent only a

commitment at the present time. The purpose of the table is

simply to convey in a global way the composition of business in

which AECL is currently committed. - '

In 1952 only the Commercial Products operation

offered an opportunity for profit or risk of loss and this was

small in relation to AECL's total cash flow.' In_a*few years, Tas

•••ar££?ul$ °^ t k e company's new activities, -P &L'operations will

involve-more than three ̂ quarters of the total cash flow.

* ~~
Profit and Loss



AECL ACTIVITIES

•'.' ' • Research arid: : -
;::/ Development '

Radiation
Material and
Equipment >

Enff'natring
• .$trvlca»

Nuclear
"'\ '.Power'' . :•
'••. E x p o r t * •• ; '.;•:

Utilities

Heavy Water*

• : ; .K^r ' : Fajdl«ti«t

Chalk River
Whitethtll
Sheridan Park Lab.

South March
Tunney'i Paiturt

Sheridan Park Office

800 MWe Generation
NPD

•'•' ::• • • ' D P T

:'" :G-I ...
": ''•:: . '-fA.P'2

1000 MWe Transmission
NRTF

1600 tout por year
Glace Bay HWP
Port Hawkesbury HWP
La Prade HWP

Original Co»t
tmtlll(tntof<(olUr*t

230

30

2

550

700

Staff

3500

600

800

800

Annual Butintw
(mlliiohc bf uttoijnr*)'y

25

7 0 •

i

200

' St«tiltIci are for 1980
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These basic statistics give an impression of the

changes that have taken place in the company from the point of

view of activities and from the financial aspect. They indicate

where much of management attention is going to have to be

focussed. They do not, however, give a true picture of what is

basically important in AECL's operation. AECL's main role

must continue to be the dfeyeipjunent of methods of applying

nuclear energy for the increasing benefit of mankind in general

and Canadians in particular. The object with respect to nuclear

power is:

to develop the options and to stimulate

installation of facilities to enable Canada

to meet a rapidly increasing share of her

energy requirements from nuclear energy

based, to the maximum practical extent,

on domestic resources, physical and

human.

It has been necessary to take on major commercial

responsibilities such as the production of heavy water and the

export of nuclear power plants to maintain a healthy Canadian

program but these are incidental to AECL's main role.

Nuclear Power Development

Today Canada has 2500 MWe of nuclear-electric

generating capacity in operation and a further 6000 MWe under

construction. An additional 7000 MWe is either committed or

at an advanced stage of planning. The largest of these units

are the 800 MWe units for Bruce and Darlington. Studies have

been in progress for some time for Ontario Hydro of 1250 MWe

units for possible commitment in two or three years' time. By
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the end of the century there will be about 130,000 MWe of nuclear -

electric generating capacity in Canada. The Department of

Energy,® Mine s/andlKesour'eesHs predicting that by that time

electricity twill siuppiy Half the energy needs in the country and

thai nuclear energy will, in turn, provide half the electricity or

one-quarter of the total energy requirements.

There is good reason to think that most of the

nuclear generation will be provided by natural uranium heavy

water power reactors. Besides the fundamental attractions of

its high efficiency, the main reason for choosing the heavy water

reactor was because it offered the opportunity for a high degree

of self-reliance with respect to the power plants and essential

materials. Natural uranium fuel and heavy water, with their

relativeJy simple technologies and smaller economic investment,

were more appropriate to the first quarter century of the Canadian

program than were alternatives.

Having been the national instrument for fostering

the development of nuclear-electric power generation based on the

natural uranium, heavy water moderated reactor, a main

responsibility of AECL now is to provide a. major part of Hie

continuing research and development effort needed to support

utility applications of this *ype of plant.

A second main responsibility of AEGL is to develop

advanced reactors and related systems to enable the country to

make best use of domestic resources in this field under the

circumstances that may obtain in 20 years or so.

There is probably enough uranium within reasonable

access in Canada to provide all the energy needs of the country

at a not unreasonable cost for many centuries through a fuel cycle

-•#
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no more efficient than the once-through natural uranium cycle

employed in the Pickering reactors. Existence of a resource

and the relevant extraction technology do not, however, determine

the availability of the resource material or its cost. Cost and

availability are determined, as often as not, by human behaviour;

by man's readiness or otherwise to take decisions, to organize,

to do the necessary work, to cooperate. We have seen ii: happen

with many commodities; cycles of under-supply and over-supply,

cycles of high prices and depressed prices. There is no reason

to expect this w-itl not be the same for uranium and, in fact,

there is every indication that, world-wide, a period of short

supply will follow the recent glut.

To ensure economic power generation through

periods of tight uranium supply it will be advantageous to have

available more eff cient fuel cycles than the present one. ,.,_..

Furthermore, within 30 years there wilt be as much;

energy available in the plutonium in the spent fuel from Canadian

power reactors as there is today in the country's proven oil

reserves. There will be a considerable incentive to exploit this

resource.

; cycles involving plutonium recycle will halve

the requirement for fresh uranium;. j ; r n" :- i"7. •:; ̂ -";T1 •-"•••̂ ••i .;. ;•:•' . :;;.

For the longer run IKt 'use of tHpriuni iin CANEUJ

reac tor* can prbVidi anadditional ie r t i l^ r e a ^ r c e &#4^ or % u r

yield ofU233, makes possible a^consideirably^more efficient fuel

cycle. . . • • ' . • •" •". • ' : • ;• " v - : i : ; • ••••.•• V ^ • • • • • • • • : - ; v • " • : " • . . ' • . . . • . . - , • • . - • ' • . : - • ' - . • . ' , " "

Canada Deuterium Uranium



AECL will therefore engage in the development of

fuel reprocessing, recycle fuel manufacture, designs to employ

su«h £uel and the: ititrodact ̂ on of thorium to ttie cycle.

A par! of fuel cycle "development is the establishment

of methods for dealing with the waste products, or what we might

better call residues. There is no foretelling what future genera-

tions may do with some of the materials which today we regard

as wastes.

Water filled bays provide satisfactory storage for

spent fuel but AECL is experimenting with dry, naturally cooled

storage systems for more extended storage requiring less

operational attention.

With reprocessing of fuel for extraction of the

plutonium it will be necessary to have very long -term storage

methods for separated fission products and the residual plutonium

and other actinides that will be mixed with them. Development

of methods of concentrating and fixing these materials has been

done for years and will be expanded. To be developed will be

methods of depositing them, possibly in mines in stable geological

formations, so they are reasonably manageable and available for

the few centuries when their radioactivity is high and so they will

be out of harm1 s way for the very long run.

The irradiation of U238 and thorium in the nefcuron

fluxes of reactors Is only one way of converting these fertile

materials to fissile plutonium and U233, There are other physical

processeslbesides •nuclear fission which might provide useful

currents of neutrons for this same purpose.
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The bombardment of atoms of thorium or uranium

by high energy (1000 MeV) protons causes their disintegration

with the release of about 50 neutrons and four times the original

proton energy in the form of heat. The neutrons could be used

to convert other uranium or thorium to fissile fu;l for fission

reactors. Improved accelerators are required to make this a

practical process. AEGL is developing a cryohgenic cyclotron which

might have application in this field.

Another possibility is the use of neutrons from the

fusion reaction to convert fertile material to fissile. AEGL is

not doing any experimental work in this area but is maintaining

an interest against the day when fusion begins to show practical

promise- ' • " • • ••':. . .' : . . V - " I V : : ' } ' " : ' •'-

In addition to development of improved or new ways

to make nuclear energy available, AECL is thinking of ways of

expanding applications. Today two-thirds of the world's energy

is derived from petroleum. In less than a century, a very large

fraction of the world's petroleum will have been consumed and

the balance will not be available for many energy purposes. It
w i l 1 b e s u ? p l a n t e d m a i n l y hY c o a l ' a n d tc» an even greater extent,

by nuclear energy, today steam and electricity from Douglas

Point are used to produce heavy water in the Bruce Heavy Water

Plant. This practice will be extended to additions to that plant

and to other plants such as that at La Prade. Nuclear energy will
b e u s e d ioT°1:il6r processes and for heating. AECL will be involved

in the development of these new applications and is already

investigating the possibility of nuclear energy being used to extract

petroleum from the Athabasca Oil Svuls.
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AECL is engaged, as it always has been, in various

fields of basic research but it is not possible to mention all our

-Activitiesi! jti,:% jingle .talK.._so J have confined this review to those

topics which I think are of most interest to this Association.

Conclusion

In summary, the central role of AECL is, as it

was when the company was formed, the development cf means of

exploiting nuclear energy for the benefit of mankind in general

and Canadians in particular.

In this regard the main activities will be:

1. research and development in support of contemporary

CAHDU nuclear power reactor systems;

2. research and development, including design, for more

advanced fuel cycles and related CANDU nuclear power

systems;

3. research into other •ways besides fission reactors for

providing energy and fissile materials;

4. investigation into other possible applications for nuclear

energy besides the generation of electrical power.

In pursuit of its main role AECL has, in the past,

found it necessary to engage in related activities, notably

con str uction and owner ship of prototype plants; nuclear engineer -

ing, heavy water production, and the export of nuclear power

plants and components.

AECL will continue to discharge these responsibilities

to the extent required to support the development of application

of nuclear energy, the company's main role.



But it is hoped and expected that utilities and private

engineering organizations will progressively assume the major

part of the expansion needed in relation to the engineering

associated with nuclear power stations. For many years yet the

responsibility for the design of reactors, fuelling equipmeM^

associated controls and certain closely related systems will rest

with AECL. It is our aim, however, that design become sufficiently

standardized that other organizations can design the auxiliary

systems without sacrifice of proper coordination of the overall

design.

With time, overseas customers for nuclear power

stations will develop tk<£ same sophistication in these matters that

characterizes domestic utilities. In other words, they will prefer

to become more involved in the process and will not demand

integrated or nearly turnkey responsibility from an organization

with very substantial technical and financial resources. When that
. ? . . - ... •_. ..' . • •

happens AECL will be able to take a reduced role and other

organizations will be able to assume a bigger one.

With respect to production of materials and

equipment such as heavy water, radioisotopes and irradiators of

different kinds, AECL will not want to be involved where a

competitive business situation can exist, that is where two of more

companies can operate successfully in a normal cbmmer cial"way.

This Has been a longstanding company position, as exemplified

by nuclear fuel manufacturing. There will always be enough

nationally necessary activities, where this situation does itbt

exist, to keep AECL busyv

Even in the field of nuclear research and development

other organizations will take a more prominent role than they

have in the past. ; -.-•--.-. - X -:-:--' - - - - - - - - ^-:-•'.-•;;•'•-.••..- •.''••
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Since 1955 AECL's expenditure on R 4, D has

climbed fairly steadily from $20 million a year to $90 million.

In real terms, however, the picture is rather different.

s'oii El & D, expressed in constant dollars,

| e a F s from 1955 to 19.68" or, in other

words, AECL's real expenditures on R fc D expanded at a rate

of 9 per cent pe•• year. Since 1968 there has been no expansion

in real terms. This is not dissimilar to the pattern in the other

countries with atomic energy programs of the same age. More

significant is the relationship between AECL's R & D expenditures

and Canada's gross national product (G. N. P. ) . From 1955 to

1968 AECL's expenditures on R & D increased from 0.06 per

cent to 0. 10 per cent of G, N. P. Since 1968 they have declined

back to the 0.06 per cent level.

Other organisations, notably Ontario Hydro, are now

beginning to perform R & D in the atomic energy field.

It is clear, however, that this cannot imply any

diminution of AECL effort. Nuclear energy is today where

powered flight was 40 or 50 years ago. The impetus of the first

military applications is now history and we are in the era of early

commercial application. The major development of aviation came

after this stage and we can expect the same to be true for nuclear

power. There is a tremendous amount to be done and even with

increasing participation from other organizations, it is going to be

necessary for AEGL to continue to expand its research and

development role if our mission is to succeed.
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EXPENDITURE ON NUCLEAR B 1 D B Y AECL
AND OTHER CANADIAN ORGANIZATIONS

Fig. 5

EXPENDITURE ON NUCLEAR R ft D BY AECL
AND OTHER CANADIAN OAGANIZATIOHS

Fig. 6
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